Viega Advantix Vario:
The first tailor-made shower
channel.
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A great success – that’s the long and the short of it
Viega Advantix Vario is the first shower channel that
can be continuously shortened. It can be cut to the
required length with millimetre precision and very
little effort. It can then be fitted along the wall or anywhere in the room, in a straight line or around a corner.
Viega Advantix therefore not only fulfils all of the installation requirements, it enables individual bathroom
design – without compromise.

Viega Advantix Vario:
Millimetre precision.
Unlimited flexibility.
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An overview of the advantages:
award-winning design
attractive colour variations
boundless space for design
replaces all special lengths from 30 to 280 cm
simple, quick mounting
adjustable installation height
secure sealing concept
height-adjustable grate
self-cleaning drain
drainage capacity up to 2.4 l/s
comprehensive accessories
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Simple, quick mounting
Step 1: Shorten the channel base unit with a hacksaw
and the cutting aid, deburr cut surfaces, apply sealing caps and screw tight.
Step 2: Determine construction height, shorten
adjustment piece and attach drain set and support
feet.
Step 3: Position the shower channel, connect to the
drain pipe and secure feet. Finished.
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Secure sealing concept
A permanent and practical seal is the most important technical detail of a floor-level shower. With
Advantix Vario, all of the materials required, such as
special adhesive and sealing strip, are included in the
scope of delivery.
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Height adjustable grate
Using the adjustable grate holder, the grate height
can be adjusted exactly to various tile heights from 5
to 20 mm. If thicker floor coverings, e.g. natural stone,
are used, the standing grate can be adjusted by 15 to
30 mm with help of an accessory set.
Secure connection
Additional parts are available for corner, U-shaped or
long variations. The interfaces, which touch the channels, have a special sealant on them, guaranteeing a
permanent connection.
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Extreme length, variable height
From an installation length of 80 cm upward, a second
shower channel can double the drainage capacity.
Straight versions are possible up to 280 cm, U-shaped
and corner constructions are possible up to a length
of 160 cm. Even in the flattest installation situation, the
height difference between drain supports and the floor
is still 2.5 cm. A norm-conformant 250 cm slope in the
connection pipe can therefore be achieved without
needing to lift the shower channel. Depending on the
installation situation, the drainage capacity is between
0.4 and 0.8 l/s per drain.
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Self-cleaning drain
Complete drainage without residue is achieved thanks
to the minimal flow resistance and high flow rates of the
specially constructed drain set. Even the basic unit of
the Advantix Vario shower channel is extremely easy to
clean: firstly, due to its narrow construction and secondly, due to the fact that it has nowhere where dirt can
be trapped inside, because the corresponding standing
grate does not require supporting feet.
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Award-winning design
The fine stainless steel standing grates integrate
harmoniously into any tile pattern. Additional design
variations are created by the inclusion of tile border
rails with a polished or matt surface. Advantix Vario
has already received many design prizes for this.
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Unlimited space for design
Be it especially long straight pieces, corner constructions
or even U-shaped installations – the Viega Advantix Vario
creates extra space and enables extraordinary bathroom
design. Thanks to the new articles, such as connection,
corner and end pieces, it can be fitted into any space
without any problems.
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Attractive colour variations
With a total of 4 colour variations, the Viega Advantix Vario
integrates harmoniously into any bathroom design.
Alongside matt and shiny stainless steel, black and
white versions are now available – for more colour
harmony in the bathroom.
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INT 708 634-3/13
We reserve the right to effect changes

Advantix standing grate, 30–120 cm*

Standing grate 20cm*

Fine structure set connection piece*

Fine structure set corner*/**

Model 4965.30, 4965.31, 4965.32, 4965.33

Model 4965.60, 4965.61, 4965.62, 4965.63

Model 4965.50

Model 4965.5

Advantix Vario base unit

End piece

Connection piece

Connection piece corner

Model 4965.10, Art-No. 668277

Model 4965.16

Model 4965.12

Model 4965.14

Champfer

Cleaning adaptor

Model 2043

Model 4965.91

Viega GmbH & Co. KG
Plumbing and heating systems
Viega Platz 1
DE-57439 Attendorn
Germany
Phone +49 2722 61-1297
Fax +49 2722 61-1146
info@viega.com
www.viega.com

Extractor tool
Model 4965.90

A special 30 mm high accessory set can be
ordered for natural stone floors.
*All standing grates and fine structure sets are
available in matt stainless steel, shiny stainless
steel, black and white.
**From a length of 120 cm or more, an additional
standing grate 20 cm is required.

